The Gothic Screen

At the heart of Gothic cathedrals, the threshold between nave and sanctuary was marked by the choir screen, a partitioning structure of special complexity, grandeur, and beauty. At once a canopy for altars, a stage for performance, a pedestal for crucifixes and reliquaries, and a ground for spectacular arrays of narrative and iconic sculptures, the choir screen profoundly shaped the spaces of liturgy and social interaction for the diverse communities, both clerical and lay, who shared the church interior. For the first time, this book draws together the most important examples—some fully extant, others known through fragments and graphic sources—from thirteenth- and fourteenth-century France and Germany. Through analyses of both their architectural and sculptural components, Jacqueline E. Jung reveals how these furnishings, far from being barricades or hindrances, were vital vehicles of communication and shapers of a community centered on Christian rituals and stories.
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proofreader of my inelegant German), a gracious host, a conference-session-organizer extraordinaire, and a welcome voice of support for sometimes controversial ideas.

Over the last seven years, my life has been transformed and enriched by the presence of Mitchell Merback, who moved from being a distantly admired colleague to a cherished life partner. Together we have enjoyed adventures on the road, marveled at weird pictures and wonderful buildings, bought books in superabundance, and pored over each other’s words. Together we have compiled indexes and corrected page proofs for our respective books. And together, despite the distance of our regular abodes, we share the honor of raising our beautiful little son, Klaus Joseph, who came into the world in early 2010. Words cannot describe the extra joy they have both brought to my already happy life, or convey the depth of my gratitude for it.

Through the many changes that have accompanied this project, both personal and professional, there has been one constant presence: that of my parents, Joan and Philip Jung. Their support has given me the courage to thrive in my work at every step, from the first glimmer of my wish to pursue graduate study to the present midsummer moment, as I sit, typing away, on the porch of their little lakeside cottage. Today they have taken their grandson to a nearby sculpture garden, where they are assuredly modeling the kind of engaged viewership and general Lebensfreude that so profoundly shaped me. As I reflect, it seems to me that my parents are themselves very much like the choir screens I’ve written about in the pages that follow – strong, stable, and solid; able both to protect and to uplift; flexible enough to accommodate a multitude of diverse and sometimes unexpected activities; and graced at their core, with the most open of hearts. To them I dedicate this book, in love, gratitude, and awe.
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